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majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
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However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
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history of service records. Make a VIN Search. He said that it was designed with help with some
guys from air-ride, so maybe someone here can help. How do I figure out what to set the
controls at? Do i simply pick a height I want, and then set the presets? It seems like the only
way to not have it bounce is to put more air in the bags, but that also makes it sit really high,
and look silly. Must just be an e2. If i put it at stock ride height, its REALLY bouncy and
miserable, but if i put more air in the bags, it rides much better, but it is really tall, and looks
stupid. Any pics of the struts? Whose are they? Most air suspension systems will give the best
ride quality just above mid travel. How much travel do you have? I would say the ride height
should be around You might contact Air Lift direct on that though. How do I set the e2? Every
time I push a button, it seems to just go up or down some random amount. I understand that it
may not be exact, but its usually not even close. Is that normal? E2 Programming: 1-Manually
adjust the vehicle to the desired ride height 2-Press and hold the corresponding Preset Button
1, 2, or 3 for at least 5 seconds -the preset button will begin to flash letting you know it has
learned the preset 3-Learn all presets. E2 Activation: 1-Press and hold the desired Preset button
for 3 seconds -the preset button will light, release button once lit 2-The vehicle will travel to
Preset destination. The preciseness of the system depends on valve and line size. Due to
external forces suspension bind, etc. This makes the level sensor option much more predictable
and precise than using air pressure alone. Though we offer level sensors, not all cars require
them. System Speed will only effect the initial burst of air when the system travels to Preset
destination automatically. So when you turn on the ignition and the system attains preset 2, it
will add a short burst if set at 1, and a lon
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g burst if set at 5. Some vehicles find it beneficial to use the faster setting so the car
overshoots the preset, then deflates back down very helpful on cars with inherent suspension
bind. I talked to him on the phone. It was withing 7 psi, but on his application 7 psi can change
the ride height like an inch. Upgrading to LevelPro would solve his problems. This topic has 11
replies, 4 voices, and was last updated 13 years, 5 months ago by darren ridetech. Viewing 12
posts - 1 through 12 of 12 total. September 8, at pm September 10, at pm RE: VW R32 quote : It
seems like the only way to not have it bounce is to put more air in the bags, but that also makes
it sit really high, and look silly. The rear is a bag and shock setup. How much travel overall. Now
for some questons on your stuff. Give me a call when you have time. How far away from
destination is your ride height? How far off are your air pressure readings? You must be logged
in to reply to this topic. Keep me signed in. Log In.

